A combinatorial approach of structure-based virtual screening and molecular dynamics simulation towards the discovery of a highly selective inhibitor for VP9 coat protein of Banna virus.
Structure based virtual screening of two libraries containing 27,628 numbers of antiviral compounds was used to discover a few of the potent inhibitor molecules against Banna virus (BAV). Cross-docking studies with many common interfering proteins provided five of the highly selective inhibitor for BAV. Analyses of the leading molecules with ADME-Tox filtering tool and atomistic molecular dynamics simulation studies finally discovered a benzoxazolone derivative as one of the most promising molecules towards the highly selective inhibition of BAV. The theoretical calculations are also supported by the experimental evidences where the interactions between the hit ligand and a model peptide sequence, mimicking the VP9 protein of BAV, were studied. Overall the development of a personalized therapeutic towards the highly selective inhibition of BAV is discussed herein for the first time in literature.